INTEGRATED MINE SITE
SUPPLY CHAIN SOLUTIONS

CAPABILITY
STATEMENT

At MLG, we’re committed to providing industry-leading standards of
service, delivering on our clients’ needs in a safe and operationally
efficient manner. MLG’s 670+ strong employee base is constantly
striving to deliver our services with zero negative impact to our
clients' operations, our employees, the environment and the local
communities in which we operate.
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MLG Oz Limited (MLG) is a vertically integrated mine site services and logistics solutions
provider servicing the Australian mining and civil infrastructure industries.
MLG was founded in Kalgoorlie (Western Australia) in 2002, providing silica haulage
services to BHP. Fast forward 20 years, MLG has grown into an Australian Stock Exchange
listed company with its 670+ employees providing key mine site and logistics services
to the Australian mining and civil infrastructure industries across 25 sites throughout
Western Australia and in the Northern Territory.
MLG’s client base includes some of the largest resources companies operating in Australia,
with exposure to the gold, iron ore, nickel and base metals sectors. Underpinning MLG’s
ability to deliver an integrated service offering is an extensive fleet of approximately 1,050
heavy vehicles and support equipment.
MLG has developed a reputation for meeting and exceeding clients' expectations - this has
been the cornerstone of MLG’s success and has ultimately enabled MLG to service its loyal
client base for 20+ years.

VERTICALLY INTERGRATED SERVICE OFFERING
MLG’s vertically integrated mine site services and logistics offering compromises the
following services:
1. Bulk Haulage & Mine Site Services
2. Crushing & Screening Services
3. Civil Works & Construction
4. Construction Material, Quarries & Export Logistics Services.
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COMPANY TIMELINE

OUR BUSINESS PARTNERS
MLG is proud to support and service some of the largest mining companies operating in
Australia, with some long-standing relationships spanning MLG’s 20 year history.

2002

MLG founded by
Murray Leahy

2004

First sand quarry
operation – 8 Mile Rock

First contract secured
providing silica mining and
haulage services for BHP

First sand supply contract awarded
to MLG by Holcim Australia

2005
First hard rock quarry
established Tarmoola Quarry

2007
First integrated contract
and services supply
awarded at Agnew

2011
First contract-crushing
contract awarded to MLG by
Fortescue

2014

First contract outside of W.A,
awarded at Tanami (Newmont)

2017
Build, own, operate ﬁxed
plant crusher at Fortescue
Christmas Creek

2018
First lime contract awarded to
MLG from Gold Fields

2019
Construction and commissioning
of ﬁxed plant at Fortescue

2020

MLG lists on the
Australian Stock Exchange

2021

2022
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Construction of Tails Dam
for Goldﬁelds

Celebrating 20 years of
MLG
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WHERE WE
OPERATE

CURRENT AC TIVIT Y

Bulk Haulage & Site Services

16

Crushing & Screening

5

Oﬃces

2

Quarries

1

Screening

3
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670

YEARS OF OPERATION

EMPLOYEES

2

25
SITES IN NT AND WA
1

PILBARA

PILBARA
1

Roy Hill

NORTHERN
T E R R I TO RY

N O RT H E R N T E R R I TO RY
2

Granites

MURCHISON

MURCHISON
3

Mount Magnet

GOLDFIELDS
4

Agnew

5

Bald Hill

6

8

Eight Mile

9

Gruyere

10

Kalgoorlie Bulk

14

12

Jundee

16

Kundana

20

Tarmoola

13
17

Leonora

18

Cane Grass

7

Davyhurst

Granny Smith

11

Jonah Bore

Kalgoorlie HQ

15

Kanowna Belle

Paddington

19
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4

3

9
7

St Ives

17
8

WHE ATBELT
Cosmic Boy

10

GOLDFIELDS

20
3
18

6
22

20

23
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Edna May

PERTH

15
16

13

14
19

WHE ATBELT
21

21

Perth Corporate
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E SPER ANCE
24
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E SPER ANCE

Esperance
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THE MLG WAY
OF DOING BUSINESS

SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT
This is our number one priority, it underlines
every activity we undertake.

Our
Values
Our way of doing business and

INTEGRITY AND TRUST
Being honest, fair and ethical in the way we
work.

code of conduct draws on the
guiding values of integrity,
respect, equality and
responsibility.

SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT

PERFORMANCE
Optimising assets and people to ensure competitive
efficiency.

At MLG, we believe all incidents and injuries are preventable and everyone has the right
to go home safely. Our method of continuous improvement ensures we maintain a safe
work environment for every employee, contractor and client.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
We employ the right people and deliver exceptional service.

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMEMT
We deliver first class performance with value and always look
to be better.

TEAMWORK
We view our customers as partners and focus on building
long-term relationships.

LEADERSHIP, PASSION AND COURAGE
We are passionate about leading change.
We deliver and perform with enthusiasm, energy and conviction.
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OUR PROMISE

SAFETY

ENVIRONMENT

To build a sustainable and
diverse, collaborative and
innovative business
operation where people
know what they are
accountable to do and can
count on having what they
need to succeed.
We value diversity and
individual aspirations and
continually support our
local communities.

MLG recognises safety as
a core value and nothing
matters more than the
safety and well being of our
employees and contractors.
We are committed to
developing, implementing
and reviewing our systems
of work to ensure that we
provide a working
environment that is free of
harm.

MLG acknowledges our
responsibility to protect
the surrounding
environment in the areas in
which we live and operate.
We hold non-negotiable
promises that we live by.
We will support and
participate in community
based, environmental
projects.
We will regularly report on
our environmental
performance.
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OUR SERVICES INCLUDE

BULK HAULAGE

MLG’s service offering encompasses the provision of operational mine site
solutions, specifically on-site services. MLG works with its clients to support the
delivery of the mine site's respective production plans and coordinates the logistics
services to ensure the appropriate equipment and workforce is made available to
meet the production forecasts of the client’s assets.

AND MINE SITE SERVICES

With a modern fleet of prime movers and trailers which transport large amounts of
resource material for both Australian and international clients, our equipment
ensures we provide clients with innovative and safe solutions with minimal
downtime.
» Loading of ore from various source locations and hauling ore to the client’s
nominated processing facilities
» Tailing handling
» Vehicle, road and site maintenance
» Screening services, including crusher feed and support; and
» Machine and labour hire.

MLG’s INTEGRATED HAULAGE AND MINE SITE SERVICES SOLUTION
MLG’s Bulk Haulage and Mine Site Services division specialises in offering a full
end-to-end haulage solution incorporating mine site haulage, general site haulage and
bulk haulage, crusher feed, road maintenance, vehicle maintenance, machine and labour
hire and rehabilitation work.
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CRUSHING

OUR SERVICES INCLUDE

AND SCREENING SERVICES

MLG has the capability and experience in providing a range of crushing and screening
solutions for our clients, owning and operating an extensive fleet of both mobile
track-mounted and fixed plant crushing plants and ancillary equipment.
MLG’s large fleet of company-owned track-mounted mobile crushing equipment
allows for rapid mobilisation and site establishment, delivering crushing and screening
services with minimal delay. MLG’s dedicated and experienced crushing and screening
team can delivering the following services:
» Crushing - Primary, Secondary and Tertiary
» Contract crushing services - Mobile, track-mounted crushing and
screening plants
» Blast hole stemming production
» Large scale (5+ mtpa) Fixed Plant crushing and screening services
» Build, Own and Operate Fixed Plant turnkey solutions
» Concrete aggregate production
» Road base production
» Run Of Mine management
» Bulk material screening and handling services

MLG CRUSHING AND SCREENING SOLUTION
MLG’s crushing and screening service offering is centred around run-of-mine ore
crushing, concrete aggregate and road base production and general screening services.
MLG has an extensive fleet of both mobile and fixed crushing and screening plants capable
of providing an extensive range of crushing and screening services to multiple
commodities, including gold, iron ore, nickel, lithium, copper, lead and zinc.
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OUR SERVICES INCLUDE

CIVIL WORKS

MLG’s Civil Construction division has extensive experience in delivering the following
services:
» Bulk Earthworks including Cut to Fill and Import to Fill
» Tailings Storage Facilities (TSF) - both new developments & TSF lifts (including
liners)
» Construction of Water Dams, Pipeline Bund Walls and Scour Pits
» Clearing and Topsoil Stripping
» Site Rehabilitation and mechanical seeding
» Haul Road construction
» Civil works including concrete
» Design and construction of drainage culverts, floodways and bunds
» Detailed civil works including services, drainage and concrete
» Road Maintenance Services including grading, watering, and signage installation

AND CONSTRUCTION

MLG’s CIVIL CONSTRUCTION AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT SOLUTION
MLG’s Civil Construction division specialises in delivering a broad range of services to
mining companies across Western Australia and the Northern Territory. MLG’s Civil
Construction division leverages MLG’s multidisciplinary approach and is supported by a
dedicated team of project managers, supervisors and experienced plant operators, all
focused on delivering cost effective and operationally efficient solutions to our clients.
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MATERIAL SUPPLY
AND QUARRIES

ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE
MLG’s management team is led by Managing Director, Murray Leahy, who founded the
business in 2002. Murray is supported by an experienced board and executive
leadership team which has a complementary mix of operational expertise in crushing
and screening, haulage, finance, supply chain management, maintenance, and health
and safety.

Board of Directors

MURRAY LEAHY

JIM WALKER

ANNA NEULING

GARRET DIXON

Managing

Non-Executive

Non-Executive

Non-Executive

Director

Chairman

Director

Director

Executive Leadership Team

MLG'S AGGREGATES, GRAVEL AND SANDS SUPPLY SOLUTION
MLG owns and operates strategically located quarries in close proximity to key mining
hubs which enables MLG to source, produce and supply construction materials to the
mining and civil construction sectors. MLG’s operational quarries focus on the mining
of silica sand, screened sand, gravel and aggregates for use in construction and mining
processes. After processing, MLG supplies these materials in bulk to clients across the
Western Australian mining and civil sectors.
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MARK HATFIELD

PHIL MIRAMS

TOM GREGORCZYK

ALLUN WALLER

Chief Operations

Chief Financial

Chief Commercial

Chief People

Officer

Officer

Officer

Officer
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MLG COMMUNITY

DIVERSITY & INCLUSION

ENGAGEMENT

MLG is aware of our responsibility to make a positive impact on communities
associated with our operations. Established in 2021, the MLG Community Engagement
Program aims to support a broad range of not-for-profit organisations, events and
initiatives that strengthen the communities in which we operate.
“MLG’s engagement with our communities forms a core part of who we are as a
business. Enabling zero2hero to come to the Goldfields is a wonderful outcome for our
youth” Michelle Leahy - MLG Community Engagement Officer

ESTABLISHED
2021

SUPPORTED INITIATIVES
50+

At MLG, we're committed to fostering and maintaining diversity in the workplace and
promoting equal opportunity both across our workforce and the wider community.
MLG has thrown its support behind the Eagles by coming on board as an Inaugural Official
Partner of the club’s AFLW program, with MLG's logo taking pride of place on the sleeves of
AFLW players’ and coaches’ polos.

2021 INVESTMENT
$90,000+

INAUGURAL SPONSOR OF THE
GOLDFIELDS YOUNG HEROES TOUR
MLG have partnered with not-for-profit zero2hero, to provide
programs that educate, engage, and empower young people to
support and maintain their own mental health and prevent
suicide in the community. MLG’s contribution means that
schools can access these programs free of charge.
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WEST COAST EAGLES AFLW INAUGURAL
OFFICIAL PARTNER
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“MLG is a foundation partner of our
AFLW team and has played an
instrumental role in the
establishment of our women’s
football program. We are incredibly
proud that MLG is a member of the
West Coast Eagles family, together
we are united in supporting women
be successful on and off the field of
play.”
Richard O'Connell
General Manager
Community and Game Development
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“MLG’s focus is on supporting its clients, both new and
existing, in delivering sustainable services surrounding
their long-term infrastructure and aligning our growth
with our client needs.”
Murray Leahy
Managing Director

MLG Oz Limited
HEAD OFFICE
10 Yindi Way
Kalgoorlie, Western Australia
CORPORATE OFFICE
Level 5, 200 St Georges Terrace
Perth, Western Australia
CONTACT
(08) 9022 7746
info@mlgoz.com.au
CORPORATE INFORMATION
ABN 53 102 642 366
ASX: MLG
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